2019 XC Coaches Advisory

Coaches present: Jason Holland, Scott Reichenberger, Cherry Heinz, Laura Tweeten

1. Jamestown – Permanent location
2. Start Boxes at Class B – 20 boxes backed up with 20 behind them
   a. Top 8 teams in East and West
   b. Top individuals from east and west
   c. Laura and Cherry will present options to coaches, nothing to move forward next year
3. Number of runners for Class B at State Meet
   a. Should it be limited to 7 scorers
   b. 57% want to keep it to 10 score 5, other 5 are displacers
4. Moving season back one week.
   a. Feeling was this might help participation rates
   b. Would probably cause more issues on the back end with girls, jr high bb, etc
5. Athletic.net
   a. Great if we can work it out with the needs
   b. Good for fans and colleges for looking up times
   c. Suggest Athletic.net in the Rules Clinic
6. Tshirt order
   a. Online order not currently available at Coaches Choice